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The impact of the Covid-19 pandemic was seen in early
2020 when oil prices plummeted on the back of
significantly lower demand as the world went into
lockdown and travel restrictions were imposed.
Construction and infrastructure build activities were
significantly impacted by the global lockdowns and as a
result PVC demand fell sharply in Q2. PVC demand
during Q3 rebounded with easing lockdown restrictions
compared to its slump seen in Q2.
Globally, the typical maintenance shutdown season for
PVC plants is from August to end October. During this
time supply is naturally constrained.

America
In the USA, one producer issued a force majeure
notice on PVC production from their two sites, citing
technical issues in its upstream system during midAugust.
What was already tight supply of USA sourced PVC
was further impacted with outages caused by
Hurricane Laura towards the end of August which
resulted in a second PVC producer declaring force
majeure. The USA PVC market continued through Q3
with limited supply in a market dominated by spot
prices firming sharply and these force majeure
events from two major producers.

Europe
Asia
As early as July this year availability of PVC stock was
even further constrained due to production issues,
leaving reduced volumes available for the export
market.
July production problems at some European plants,
scheduled maintenance shutdowns, force majeure
declarations by some European producers, and good
demand significantly limited supply from a number of
European producers - resulting in higher PVC export
prices seen since the start of Q3 to date.

Asia (especially China) is the largest consumer of PVC
globally. The Asian PVC market was also affected by
the force majeure declarations from the producers in
the US and Europe, which tightened overall global
supply. Asian prices also firmed due to global tight
supply.
As the first region to come out of lockdown, China’s
PVC demand profile has been supported by renewed
government stimulus packages towards the
construction industry which has led to a surge in
demand and strong price recovery, parallel to the
constraints on global supply.

Global shortages in PVC (cont).
South Africa
The South African local PVC producer Sasol also
undertook a scheduled maintenance shutdown during
October, adding to the already global tightness of PVC
resin. Current global tight supply balanced against
rebounding demand continues to push PVC prices
higher.International PVC prices collapsed at the onset of
the COVID-19 pandemic and country lockdowns. Global
prices bottomed out in April/May 2020. Since then we
have seen a steady rise through to current pricing levels
largely influenced by current global tight supply as
demand returns - an ~60% increase in five months for
Asian prices, an ~100% increase for USA prices and ~70%
increase for European prices

From a South African manufacturing perspective,
where the PVC resin market is supplied from both a
local producer and from the import market, it is
important to note the fundamental impact of
ZAR/USD exchange rates on locally available
material.
While the ZAR currency has been seeing some
renewed strength on the back of the USA election
outcome as well as positivity arising from the Covid19 vaccine announcements, it could be tempered
somewhat going forward into 2021 by the current
South African economic sentiment outlook and
negative fiscal data, which would suggest that
tough times still remain ahead of us all.

International Market Prices
International PVC prices collapsed at the onset of the Covid-19 pandemic and country lockdowns. Global prices
bottomed out in April/May 2020. Since then we have seen a steady rise through to current pricing levels largely
influenced by current global tight supply as demand returns - an ~60% increase in five months for Asian prices,
an ~100% increase for USA prices and ~70% increase for European prices.

Market Outlook
Supply is expected to normalise as the USA
plants come back online after the force
majeures are lifted. Hurricane season is
largely over now in that region, so there
should be some supply stability and
normality returning in the USA markets. The
European force majeure will also be lifted as
the plants start producing again.
Through to CY21 Q1 the impact of Chinese
New Year period will be seen, wherein
demand starts to taper off as the Chinese
market goes into holiday season for
approximately 2-3 weeks. This has a material
effect on international demand.
Thus, in Q1 CY21 we are expecting improved global supply and slightly lower demand as China has the largest
influence on the global demand profile. This would suggest that markets should expect global PVC prices to
stabilise and probably soften.

The above assumes that the global demand profile remains as current, however any significant negative
changes in regional Covid-19 response plans and lockdowns may impact this significantly. On the positive side,
indications that a vaccine may be soon available would likely precipitate renewed optimism and an uptick in
economic activity and demand.

